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Executive
Summary
Cairn Curran Reservoir is one of a chain of reservoirs
along the Loddon River which also includes Newlyn,
Tullaroop, and Laanecoorie Reservoirs and Hepburns
Lagoon. Cairn Curran Reservoir is an important tourism
and recreation asset in central Victoria, being popular
with locals and tourists for a diverse range of activities
including sailing, power boating, fishing, canoeing,
swimming, bushwalking, hunting and camping.
Cairn Curran Reservoir was constructed between 1947
and 1956 to supply water for irrigation and domestic
and stock use to customers along the Loddon River.
A two megawatt hydro-electric power station also
generates electricity when irrigation and flood releases
are being made from the reservoir.
The primary role of the Cairn Curran Reservoir is for
irrigation water supply storage, and this factor needs to
be managed and balanced against its recreational values.
Community interaction is a prominent element
associated with the management of water storages,
and the management of public recreational use of
irrigation storages is a challenge for Goulburn-Murray
Water. Planning, management and resourcing of land
and on-water issues has in the past tended to be reactive
rather than proactive, with no integrated overarching
plans for the management of land and on-water
issues. This is currently being addressed through the
development of Land and On-Water Management Plans
for all of the Goulburn-Murray Water storages. Each Plan
is being developed through an extensive process of
engagement with communities to ensure the Plans have
strong community support for their implementation.
This Cairn Curran Reservoir Land and On-Water
Management Plan aims to identify and protect important
values associated with the reservoir by outlining priority
land and on-water management issues and identifying key
actions to be implemented over the next five years. Most
importantly, this Plan aims to increase communication,
consistency, coordination and cooperation between
agencies, stakeholder groups and the community to protect
the values and attributes of the Cairn Curran Reservoir.

The development of this Plan has been supported and
informed by an extensive community and stakeholder
consultation process, which included community forums,
surveys, focus groups and interviews. Ongoing stakeholder
engagement for the implementation of this Plan will be
facilitated through the involvement of the Cairn Curran
Reservoir Implementation Group.
This Plan is a dynamic document and will continue to evolve
as the various actions and strategies that it identifies are
developed and implemented.
It is proposed that this Plan will be reviewed every five years.
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2
2.1

Context
Vision for Cairn Curran Reservoir

Cairn Curran Reservoir is a key regional asset attracting users
for a variety of high quality water based recreation activities.
Through coordinated management, recreation and business
opportunities are maximised, and the downstream Loddon
Valley community benefits from the water resource.

2.2

1

Objectives
of this Plan

The main objectives of the Cairn Curran Reservoir Land and
On-Water Management Plan (this Plan) are to:
•

Recognise the diverse range of values and uses
associated with the storage.

•

Provide a strategic framework for management of
the storage.

•

Identify important social, economic and environmental
issues, and develop a series of actions to address these
issues to be implemented over the next five years.

•

Positively influence the management of development
pressures around the storage to protect the natural and
cultural values, through agreement with other
government departments and agencies.

•

Protect the long-term quality of the water resource for
local and downstream users.

An additional objective is to achieve general acceptance of
the management recommendations and responsibilities
by key stakeholder and community interest groups. This
will be achieved through a comprehensive stakeholder and
community consultation program, and a technically robust
and defensible process for the preparation of this Plan.

Storage Operations

The primary purpose of the Cairn Curran Reservoir is to
provide water to downstream communities and consumptive
users. The reservoir’s operational and management costs are
funded by water users. Any operational decisions, including
water levels and release patterns, must consider the potential
effects on downstream users.
This Cairn Curran Reservoir Land and On-Water Management
Plan cannot make any specific decisions regarding the
management of water levels in the storage. Operational
issues, including storage levels, are ‘bigger picture’ questions
beyond the scope of this Plan. For reference, a brief overview
of storage operations is included as Appendix A.

2.3

Legal Status

This Cairn Curran Reservoir Land and On-Water
Management Plan has no legal status. It will not impose
any new legal or statutory requirement, however, through
influencing policy, may lead to future changes in legislation
that will assist in meeting the objectives of this Plan.

2.4

Land Status

Goulburn-Murray Water manages the lake bed and
immediate foreshore land around Cairn Curran Reservoir.
This land is a mixture of freehold land held in title and
Crown Land with vested management. Approximately 90%
of the foreshore is bound by private land. Some land on the
perimeter of the reservoir is leased to commercial operators
or licensed for grazing.

2.5

Plan Area

The geographic scope of this project is limited to the
waterways, the foreshore and the areas surrounding the
storage. Appendix B illustrates the Cairn Curran Reservoir
and the catchment to the storage. Direct management
control of Goulburn-Murray Water is limited to the dam
wall, lake bed and foreshore public land. While this Plan
focuses on the waterways and foreshore areas, it also aims
to positively influence activities that could impact on the
waterways, the adjacent land areas surrounding the storage,
and the broader catchment.

2.6 	Management Roles and
Responsibilities
A number of agencies have some role in the management
of land and water issues for the Cairn Curran Reservoir.
Current management roles and responsibilities are
summarised in Appendix C. A quick reference guide for the
lead agencies responsible for managing land and on-water
management issues is provided in Appendix D.
4
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Plan Implementation
and Raising Awareness

Stakeholders expressed support for the establishment of
Cairn Curran Reservoir Plan Implementation Group during
the consultation process for Plan development. This group
will provide a vehicle to enhance communication between
Implementation Group members to increase understanding
about issues relating to the storage and, most importantly,
guide the implementation of the Plan.
For this Plan, it was agreed that an Implementation
Group would be established that will include community
representatives, business owner / industry representatives
and key agency representatives.

3.1 	Cairn Curran Reservoir Plan
Implementation Group
The Cairn Curran Reservoir Plan Implementation Group
will play an important role in enabling the Cairn Curran
community and various user groups to have ongoing input
into the implementation of the actions identified in this Plan
and a vehicle to ensure the identification and management
of new issues should they arise.
The Implementation Group will:
•

Assist with the implementation and monitoring
of actions in the Plan.

•

Engage representatives from community groups;
including the Indigenous community and other
recreational users, adjacent land owners and licence
holders to provide input into the implementation
of actions.

•

Provide a forum for agency representatives and
the community to exchange ideas in relation to
management of the storage, and to discuss policy
and regulatory changes relevant to the management
of the storage.

•

Discuss infrastructure planning, media issues
and management.

3.1.1 Key Issues
•

The need for a Cairn Curran Implementation Group to
enable the Cairn Curran community and user groups to
contribute to the implementation of the Plan.

3.1.2 Objectives
To establish a Cairn Curran Plan Implementation Group to
advise on the implementation of this Plan, and to ensure
that activities on and around the reservoir are consistent
with other strategies, policies and plans.

3.1.3 Actions
1. Establish a Cairn Curran Reservoir Implementation
Group to guide the implementation of the Plan and
communicate the priorities in the Plan.

3.1.4 Stakeholders
Goulburn-Murray Water, North Central Catchment
Management Authority, Mount Alexander Shire Council,
Central Goldfields Shire Council, Coliban Water and
community representatives.

The Cairn Curran Reservoir Plan Implementation Group
should include, but not be limited to:
•

A Goulburn-Murray Water General Manager or
their nominee.

•

An independent chairperson.

•

Economic Development representatives from the Central
Goldfields Shire and Mount Alexander Shire Councils.

•

Key agency representatives (e.g. North Central
Catchment Management Authority, Coliban Water).

•

Local community representatives, including
representatives with specific interests, recreational
stakeholders and downstream water users.
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3

Plan Implementation
and Raising Awareness Continued

3.2 	Community Education
and Awareness
The community has a strong interest in the management
of Cairn Curran Reservoir with regard to economic, social
and environmental issues associated with the waterway and
its surrounds. The community engagement process for Plan
development highlighted that community members have
a close association with the values provided by Cairn Curran
Reservoir. The community consultation process supporting
the development of this Plan is summarised in Appendix E.
During the development of this Plan, community members
were invited to complete an online survey to provide input
to Plan content; with over 20 responses being received
(RDC, 2012). Key issues raised during the consultation
process included: improving communication with the
local community, raising awareness of all stakeholder roles
and responsibilities with regard to management of the
waterway and improved communication around how the
reservoir operates.
Improved education and awareness programs are important
to help protect water quality and the surrounding
environment, and raise awareness of how different activities
can impact on the reservoir. Education and awareness
programs are also required to help the community
understand how the storage operates, disseminate
information on forecast water levels and demands, and
the destination (use) of water discharged from the storage.
With a better appreciation of the operating constraints, the
impacts of activities and role of the storage, communities
will be informed and better prepared for changing water
levels in the reservoir.
Various mechanisms can be used to increase education
and awareness including interpretive signage, websites and
fact sheets. Enhancing the Goulburn-Murray Water website
and encouraging greater use improve awareness and
understanding of how the storage operates and the impacts
of activities on the storage and its surrounds.

3.2.1

Key Issues

•

Limited understanding about how the storage operates.

•

Lack of understanding of the roles and responsibilities
of stakeholders involved directly or indirectly in the
management of the Cairn Curran Reservoir.

•

Lack of awareness and understanding of the values
derived from Cairn Curran Reservoir by the variety of
user groups.

3.2.2

Objectives

An informed and involved community and user groups
working cooperatively with agencies to develop a shared
understanding of, and solutions to, the management
challenges relevant to the Cairn Curran Reservoir.

6
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3.2.3

Actions

2. Develop a proactive communication and awareness
campaign to provide up to date information to
recreational users on the status of water levels in the
storage, including planned maintenance activities which
may impact on recreational user groups.
3. Work with user groups to understand their
information requirements.
4. Encourage and support processes that involve
community and users in the recreational amenity of the
Cairn Curran Reservoir.
5. Provide clear descriptions of agency roles and
responsibilities (refer to Appendix C) and communicate
this to the community.
6. Develop a single Code of Conduct for the reservoir
which includes information about user and agency
responsibilities relating to boating and boating
safety, camping, hunting, solid waste, and emergency
management. The Code of Conduct should include
information about the importance of designated public
access in minimising impacts on the environment, and
minimising the impacts of illegal vehicle access on the
lake bed.
7. Develop an education and awareness program to
increase understanding of the value of riparian
frontages, the impacts of recreational activities on the
storage and its surrounds.
8. Implement communication actions (e.g. brochures and
signage) to promote knowledge of boating rules and to
highlight the behaviour expected of boaters.
9. Update the Goulburn-Murray Water website to provide
details of development controls and permit, licence
and lease procedures on Goulburn-Murray Water
managed land.

3.2.4

Stakeholders

Goulburn-Murray Water, Country Fire Authority, Victoria
Police and Transport Safety Victoria, Mount Alexander Shire
Council and Central Goldfields Shire Council.

3.3

References

Regional Development Company (2012) Community and
Stakeholder Consultation – Round 1 Outcomes Report,
June 2012.

4

Recreation
and Tourism

A wide range of recreational activities are permitted at Cairn
Curran Reservoir. These include boating (power and sail),
skiing, fishing, swimming, wind surfing, jet skiing, canoeing
and hunting.
The recreational facilities available include picnic areas,
toilet facilities, boat ramps, electric and LPG barbeques
and shelters. There are two caravan parks that rely on this
storage for their patronage.
Recreational activities at Cairn Curran need to be carefully
balanced against the storage’s primary role as an irrigation
water supply storage, and the use of water downstream for
potable water supply purposes.
Goulburn-Murray Water’s role as manager of public
recreational facilities is a legacy from when past state
authorities provided these services, which were funded by
government. Currently there is no sustainable revenue stream
to provide ongoing or enhanced recreational experiences
at Goulburn-Murray Water storages. As a water corporation,
operating costs are recovered through irrigation water charges,
which do not include management of public recreation
facilities. Limited funding is obtained from urban water
charges and commercial leases and licences to offset the cost
of public recreational management. Work is continuing with
state agencies to develop appropriate funding mechanisms
for the ongoing management of recreation and public access
at the storages.
This Plan aims to recognise the current funding constraints
and identify opportunities for shared management
responsibility between stakeholder agencies. This Plan will
help prioritise works and services and identify improvement
opportunities to enable the most effective and appropriate
application of resources.

4.1

Boating

Boating at Cairn Curran includes a diverse range of user
groups; speed boats, jet skis, sailing, rowing and canoeing.
The Cairn Curran Sailing Club is positioned at the northern
end of the reservoir and holds regular sailing events
between October and April.
Goulburn-Murray Water is the designated waterway manager
under the Marine Safety Act 2010. This role includes the
policing and compliance activities associated with use of the
waterway and the power to make recommendations to the
Director of Transport Safety Victoria to provide for the efficient
and safe operation of vessels. Water Police also undertakes
regular patrols of the reservoir.
There are four public boat ramps which provide access to the
reservoir at varying water levels. The number of available boat
ramps is reduced when storage levels fall below 50 per cent.
The potential for conflict between user groups is greatest
during peak use periods such as Easter and Christmas
holidays where congestion may arise in some areas of the
reservoir. The consultation process for Plan development
identified concerns regarding risks associated with
irresponsible use of powered watercraft, particularly jet skis.

Power water craft can also give rise to environmental
concerns such as erosion, water quality and noise.
There are two ski access lanes located in Woolshed Bay.
A key safety issue identified during the consultation process
related to the use of these lanes by swimmers who are
unaware of boating rules that apply to them.
All of the waters of Cairn Curran Reservoir are subject to
state inland waters boat operating and zoning rules.
Boats must not exceed five knots within 50 metres of the
shore, unless in a ski access lane and must not exceed five
knots within 50 metres of another vessel or a swimmer.
Where there are no access lanes, water-skiing must
commence 50 metres from the water’s edge. No swimming
is allowed within 50 metres of a boat ramp that is being
used, or about to be used.
The current zoning rules for Cairn Curran Reservoir need
to be reviewed to ensure zoning supports safe boating at
the storage.

4.1.1 Key Issues
•

Review of the current zoning rules at the reservoir.

•

Congestion of the reservoir at some locations during
peak use periods.

•

Lack awareness from waterway users of boating rules.

•

Potential environment impacts associated with powered
water craft.

•

Perception that there is limited monitoring and
compliance of boating rules on the waterway.

•

Safety concerns, such as the use of ski access lanes
by swimmers.

•

Access arrangements when the storage levels are low.

4.1.2 Objectives
To provide a safe, equitable and accessible amenity for all
boat users, while minimising the impact on the environment
and storage operations.

4.1.3 Actions
10. Continue to work with Transport Safety Victoria to ensure
the current zoning rules around the storage support
safe boating.
11. Conduct an audit of existing boat ramps, reviewing
access at different supply levels, location, safety and
parking availability.
12. Establish consistent signage at all boating access points
to improve awareness of boating safety issues.

4.1.4 Stakeholders
Goulburn-Murray Water, Transport Safety Victoria, Victoria
Police, Mount Alexander Shire Council and Central Goldfields
Shire Council.
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4.2

Recreation and Tourism Continued
Fishing

Fishing is one of the most popular activities at Cairn Curran
Reservoir. This activity is regulated by Fisheries Victoria
under the Fisheries Act 1995 and Fisheries Regulations 2009
in conjunction with specific management plans such as the
Bendigo Region Fisheries Management Plan. The goal of
this plan is to “manage recreational fishing in a manner that
is consistent with the principles of ecological sustainable
development” (DPI, 2011).
The waterway provides habitat for a number of fish species
targeted by recreational anglers, including Golden Perch,
Brown Trout and Redfin. The maintenance of fish stocks
for recreational angling was highlighted as a key concern
during the consultation process for Plan development.
The Victorian Government is committed to providing
high quality opportunities for recreational fishing
through facilitating sustainable development of fisheries
resources. Fisheries management in Victoria focuses on
securing a long-term, high quality natural resource base
generating jobs and other socioeconomic benefits in and
for the State’s communities.
The long-term vision for Cairn Curran Reservoir is to maintain
it as a “high use, mixed species fishery”. Regular monitoring
programs undertaken by Department of Environment and
Primary Industries measure the status of the fishery over
future years and determines the need for any change in
management regimes (DPI, 2011).
Management agencies need to work together to manage
fish stocking and minimise the risk of fish deaths when water
levels are low, and plan for subsequent clean up if required.

4.2.1 Key Issues
Maintenance of fish stocks for recreational angling.

4.2.2 Objectives
To maintain and enhance a sustainable mixed species
recreational fishery within Cairn Curran Reservoir.

4.2.3 Actions

4.3

Hunting

There has been a long history of wild duck hunting on
Cairn Curran Reservoir. Duck hunting is permitted on a
seasonal basis, when Department of Environment and
Primary Industries declares a hunting season, generally from
mid March to early June. Hunting from powerboats is not
permitted when the motor is running, whether the vessel is
in motion or not.
Victorian firearm regulations apply to shooting near
dwellings and storage structures. Shooters must be aware
of the proximity of hunting to residents and recreational
users of the storage, as well as the requirement to camp
within caravan parks and take rubbish home with them.

4.3.1 Key Issues
•

Hunters crossing into areas where hunting is
not permitted.

•

Camping outside designated areas (caravan parks).

•

Impacts of rubbish and fires on the environment.

•

Hunters not complying with shooting and
hunting regulations.

4.3.2 Objectives
Increased education and awareness to improve hunting
behaviour and provide clarity regarding the management
roles and responsibilities between agencies.

4.3.3 Actions
15. Develop agency management agreements that provide
hunters with clear and easily understood information
about areas where hunting is permitted.
16. Improve education and awareness to encourage
protection of the environment and compliance with
shooting and hunting regulations.

4.3.4 Stakeholders
Goulburn-Murray Water, Department of Environment
and Primary Industries and Field and Game Australia.

13. Implementation of recommendations in the Bendigo
Regional Fisheries Management Plan that relate to
sustainable recreational fishing in Cairn Curran Reservoir.
14. Support agency cooperation to manage fish populations
when storage levels are low.

4.2.4 Stakeholders
Fisheries Victoria, Goulburn-Murray Water and recreational
angler groups.
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4
4.4

Recreation and Tourism Continued
Facilities and Infrastructure

Most infrastructure around Cairn Curran is related to the
recreational activities it supports, such as boating and
picnicking. Some components of existing infrastructure
are relatively old and in need of repair and/or upgrade.
Some limited grant funding is available to construct new
facilities around the storage, however there are limited
funding sources for maintenance of facilities.
The consultation process for Plan development highlighted
a number of opportunities for improving infrastructure
including construction of walking and cycling trails around
the foreshore, upgrade of toilet blocks in locations such
as Welshmans Reef, planting of shade trees and improved
access to the waterway. Infrastructure at Picnic Point which
has been subject to vandalism was also identified as a key
concern by stakeholders.
A master plan for Cairn Curran public reserves was
finalised in July 2012. This document includes a number
of recommended actions to upgrade facilities and
infrastructure at various locations around the reservoir.
A recent report commissioned by Mount Alexander Shire
Council has also identified opportunities for improving
facilities around the lake foreshore, particularly around
the Sailing Club.
More work is required to assess facilities in detail to
determine priorities for investment which should be closely
aligned with population and visitor forecasts and demand.

4.4.1 Key Issues
•

Aging infrastructure in need of update
and maintenance.

•

Demand for more toilets, seating and shelters
around the foreshore.

•

Obtaining funding for the upkeep and upgrade
of infrastructure.

•

Determining responsibility for the upkeep and quality
of the roads surrounding the reservoir.

•

Lack of walking and cycling trails around the reservoir.

4.4.2 Objectives
To improve public infrastructure and work with other
agencies to obtain funding for upkeep and maintenance.

4.4.3 Actions
17. Identify the scale and type of infrastructure upgrades
and additional infrastructure and services required.
18. Estimate the long-term resident and visitor demand on
and around the storage and ensure that infrastructure
provision is aligned with estimated demand.
19. Work with other agencies to identify funding
opportunities for the upkeep and maintenance
of infrastructure around the storage.

10
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20. Support the implementation of facilities and
infrastructure upgrade actions identified in the Cairn
Curran Reservoir Public Reserve Master plan and Cairn
Curran Impact Study.

4.4.4 Stakeholders
Goulburn-Murray Water, Mount Alexander and Central
Goldfields Shire Councils and Department of Transport,
Planning and Local Infrastructure.

4.5

Solid Waste

Management of solid waste is a concern in many areas of
the storage frequented by the visiting public. Inappropriate
disposal of rubbish and litter presents aesthetic, water
quality, public health and safety issues.
The consultation process for Plan development highlighted
waste management issues, particularly at Woolshed Bay
Reserve. All waste collection bins have recently been
removed from this location. The ‘carry in carry out’ approach
is in place at the site.
Illegal dumping of rubbish is a problem in a number of
areas around Cairn Curran Reservoir which are accessible
by the public.
Increased education and awareness can play a large role in
minimising inappropriate disposal of solid waste on the lake
bed and the lake surrounds.

4.6

There is currently one commercial caravan park located on
the foreshore of Cairn Curran Reservoir at Welshmans Reef.
Camping is not permitted on any other area surrounding
the lake i.e. it is only permitted in caravan parks. GoulburnMurray Water is currently overseeing the management of
Welshmans Reef Caravan Park.
Goulburn-Murray Water in partnership with Mount
Alexander Shire Council is currently attempting to resolve
two key issues at Welshmans Reef Caravan Park:
•

Wastewater management infrastructure, including
associated evaporation ponds are currently located
within 20 metres of Full Supply Level. This is does not
meet current wastewater requirements and presents
potential issues for water quality and human health.

•

The Residential Tenancies (Caravan Parks and Movable
Dwellings Registration and Standards) Regulations 2010
require upgrades of park infrastructure to meet updated
fire safety standards.

4.5.1 Key Issues
•

Inappropriate disposal of rubbish.

•

Costs associated with waste collection.

4.5.2 Objectives
To establish an effective and efficient approach to
waste management among responsible agencies and
the community.

4.5.3 Actions
21. Ensure that the approaches to waste management
around the storage are effective and efficient.
22. Increase education and awareness in relation to
minimising inappropriate disposal of solid waste
on the lake bed and the surrounds.

Caravan Parks and Camping

Both of these issues could impact on the viability of the
long-term operation of Welshmans Reef Caravan Park.
Loddon House Holiday Park is located on the Loddon River
directly downstream of the Cairn Curran spillway and is directly
reliant on the waterway for its patronage. This caravan park
is located on the Loddon River floodplain and is at significant
risk from high rainfall events. Flood releases from the dam
in January 2011, as a result of extreme rainfall events in the
catchment, resulted in significant flooding of the caravan park.
The consideration of alternative flood management options for
the caravan park may be required to mitigate risks associated
with flooding.

4.6.1 Key Issues

4.5.4 Stakeholders

•

Goulburn-Murray Water, Mount Alexander, Central
Goldfields Shire Council and the community.

Wastewater setbacks at Welshmans Reef Caravan Park
are not in compliance with regulations.

•

Upgrade of Welshmans Reef Caravan Park to meet
updated fire safety standards may impact the long term
viability of the caravan park.

•

Flooding risks to Loddon House Holiday Park associated
with releases from Cairn Curran Reservoir.

4.6.2 Objectives
Viable accommodation facilities that do not impact on water
quality, public safety and the foreshore environment.

4.6.3 Actions
23. Work in partnership with Mount Alexander Shire Council
to resolve issues at Welshmans Reef Caravan Park.
24. Assess options for mitigating flood risks at Loddon
House Holiday Park.

4.6.4 Stakeholders
Goulburn Murray Water, Mount Alexander Shire Council,
North Central Catchment Management Authority and
caravan park operators Management Authority.
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Recreation and Tourism Continued

4.7 	Emergency Management
and Safety
In addition to safety issues relevant to boating, such as
failure to adhere to speed limits, boating in prohibited zones
and collisions (discussed further in Section 4.1: Boating),
a number of other safety issues are relevant to Cairn Curran
Reservoir. These include the management of public health
during blue-green algae outbreaks, the safe maintenance
of facilities and infrastructure and safety issues relating to
swimming in ski access lanes.
Goulburn-Murray Water maintains and regularly updates a
risk register of public facilities on its land, which incorporates
a prioritised list of management actions required to manage
public safety. Implementation of a best practice risk
management approach for the management of public safety
in publicly accessible areas of the reservoir is a high priority.

•

Lack of clear and adequate signage to minimise
on-water collisions and striking submerged objects.

•

Failure to adhere to the five knot zone around the lake
edge and boat ramps.

•

Lack of assurance that integrated and effective
emergency management response procedures are in
place for all relevant events.

•

A requirement for improved inter-agency cooperation
around emergency management.

4.7.2 Objectives
The establishment and implementation of effective
emergency management arrangements to improve the
safety of recreational storage users and adjacent residents.

The capacity to cover emergencies, such as the rescue of
vessels and people around the storage, can be difficult due
to the difficulty in identifying the exact location of users,
the limited number of access points and the water depth
in some parts of the waterways. Although the Country Fire
Authority has a role in fire fighting, it does not have the
equipment to deal with on-water fires (e.g. on a boat).

4.7.3 Actions

Large scale flooding occurred at the storage in 2011 that
highlighted the need to plan and coordinate emergency
responses, especially the clarification of roles. This issue
was highlighted in Review of the 2010–11 Flood Warnings
and Response (Comrie, 2011). The report, which took into
account extensive community consultation with flood
affected towns across Victoria, outlines the need for reform
in four key areas:

27. Engage media / communication resources to
communicate safety and compliance messages
to recreational reservoir users.

•

The need for clarification of roles and responsibilities
with respect to flood planning, modelling, warnings
and clean up.

•

Improvement and auditing of emergency management
planning at state, regional and local levels.

•

For operational purposes to adopt an ‘all hazards, all
agencies’ approach to emergency management.

•

Greater community involvement in managing risks and
planning for emergencies. Victoria Police coordinates
the response to emergency incidents on Cairn Curran.
The Country Fire Authority, Victorian State Emergency
Services and Ambulance Victoria have a support role in
response to emergency incidents.

Central Goldfields and Mount Alexander Shire Councils both
have Municipal Emergency Management Plans in place for
their respective local government areas. There is a need to
review Councils Municipal Emergency Response Plans to
ensure these adequately meet storage requirements.
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25. Review Councils Municipal Emergency Response Plans to
ensure these adequately meet storage requirements.
26. Enhance existing information materials for Cairn Curran
Reservoir to increase awareness of issues relating to
emergency management and safety.

4.7.4 Stakeholders
Victoria Police, Transport Safety Victoria, State Emergency
Services, Ambulance Victoria, Mount Alexander and Central
Goldfields Shire Councils.

4.8 	Tourism and Economic
Development
Although the storage was built primarily to supply water for
irrigation, a recreation and tourism industry has also evolved
which has generated significant economic and social
benefits to the local region. As mentioned previously, the
recreational role of the storage is regionally important.
During the consultation process for Plan development
stakeholders were highly supportive of promoting Cairn
Curran for tourism and recreation, identifying new events
and activities and providing opportunities such as a kiosk
at Welshmans Reef to operate during peak use periods.
At present there is virtually no economic activity at the
reservoir itself and many stakeholders felt that the
reservoir was not currently being marketed adequately
to maximise visitation.
Recreational and tourism ventures that are sustainable
and do not adversely impact on storage operations, water
quality, environmental values or public safety and access are
encouraged. Recreational and tourism developments that
do not have a critical dependency on stable water levels,
but can adapt to fluctuating water levels are preferred.
The funding of recreation and tourism development and
management costs has long been an issue. Where possible
a user pays arrangement for the use of the foreshore can
be instigated to offset the costs of public recreational
facility management. The consultation process for Plan
development highlighted mixed support for application
of entry fees to the reservoir. Private investment in tourism
ventures needs to be supported by detailed feasibility
studies regarding tourism development opportunities,
as well as integrated council planning for recreation and
tourism development.
Currently, there is no tourism strategy that has been
specifically developed for Cairn Curran Reservoir. A tourism
strategy is required that includes information and strategic
directions relating to how the storage operates and how
businesses and commercial operators can best operate
within the constraints imposed by fluctuating water levels.

4.8.3 Actions
28. Support development of a tourism strategy for Cairn Curran
Reservoir, including guidelines outlining preferred and
appropriate commercial ventures and opportunities (land
and on-water).
29. Consider commissioning a study to estimate the long term
resident and visitor demand on and around the reservoir in
order to inform decisions about future tourism opportunities
and developments.

4.8.4 Stakeholders
Goulburn-Murray Water, Mount Alexander and Central Goldfields
Shire Councils and commercial operators.

4.9

Recreational Reserves

There are four recognised recreational reserves around the
foreshores of Cairn Curran Reservoir being at Tower Bay,
Woolshed Bay, Picnic Point and the foreshore reserve managed
as part of the Welshmans Reef Caravan Park. The recently
produced Cairn Curran Public Reserve Master plan (GMW, 2012a)
details issues and opportunities for improving the amenity
of three of these reserves.
Examples of issues currently impacting on reserve values include
degradation of infrastructure, weeds and inappropriate signage.
It is important to note that there are significant management
costs for these non-income producing assets.

4.9.1 Key Issues
Determining the best use, ownership and potential development
of opportunities of public land around Cairn Curran Reservoir.

4.9.2 Objective
To support the local Cairn Curran community by managing
recreational use of land adjoining the reservoir.

4.9.3 Action
30. Support the implementation of actions included in the Cairn
Curran Public Reserve Master plan.

4.9.4 Stakeholders

The strategy should include guidelines relating to preferred
and appropriate commercial ventures. Studies are required
to estimate the long term resident and visitor demand on and
around the storage prior to the development of the strategy.

Goulburn-Murray Water, Mount Alexander and Central Goldfields
Shire Councils and the community.

4.8.1 Key Issues

DPI (2011) Bendigo Regional Fisheries Management Plan.

•

GMW (2012) Website, www.g-mwater.com.au

•

The requirement for greater understanding about how
the reservoir operates and how business and commercial
operators can best operate within constraints imposed
by fluctuating water levels.
Inadequate marketing of storage to maximise visitation
and economic benefit.

4.10

References

GMW (2012a) Cairn Curran Reservoir Public Reserve Master Plan.
Mount Alexander Shire Council (2012) Barringhup: Water for
the Future – Lake Cairn Curran Impact Study – Final Report.
Updated February 2012.

4.8.2 Objectives
Recreation and tourism ventures that will not adversely impact
on storage operations, water quality, environmental values or
public safety and access.
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Water Quality

Good water quality is critical in supporting a range of
values that are derived either directly or indirectly from
Cairn Curran Reservoir, including water for irrigation, stock
and recreation. Urban water authorities take raw water for
town supplies from downstream of the storage. The closest
urban water off take is located on the Loddon River directly
downstream of Laanecoorie Reservoir, and is managed by
Coliban Water.

5.1

Water authorities have a responsibility under the Safe Drinking
Water Act 2003 to identify and, where possible, mitigate
risks to water quality. This Act is aimed at protecting water
quality intended for human consumption. Water quality
within Cairn Curran Reservoir can be influenced by land use,
storage activities, in-storage processes and the water quality
of inflows. Direct inflows from Cairn Curran’s major and minor
tributaries include the Loddon River, Middle Creek, Joyces
Creek, Sandy Creek, Limestone Creek and Stony Creek.

Water quality in Cairn Curran Reservoir has been regularly
monitored as part of the Major Storages Operation Monitoring
Program that commenced in 1992. Basic physicochemical
factors and blue-green algae are monitored monthly; major
ions are monitored every six months. Results are summarised
and analysed yearly (GMW, 2012).

The major streams of the Loddon River Basin exhibit
significant quality problems with high salinity and algal
blooms being the main water quality issues. Past mining
activities, the development of towns and water storages
have also affected water quality. Stream salinity within the
basin has been described as marginal, and in many parts
is sufficiently high to preclude its use for irrigation and
domestic supply. Generally, the northern streams have
higher salinity levels than the central portions of the Loddon
River. The consultation process for Plan development
also identified high salinity levels in the reservoir as a key
concern especially during periods of relatively low rainfall
(NCCMA, 2005).
Recreational users of the storage also have the potential to
impact water quality, and can in turn be affected by issues
associated with poor water quality. Good water quality is
also important for the preservation and health of aquatic
habitat and ecosystems. Public awareness of water quality
issues can be enhanced through education programs
focused on communicating the importance of water quality.
Water quality may also be affected by point and diffuse
sources within the immediate catchment of Cairn Curran
Reservoir including runoff from agricultural activities, housing
developments and forestry. There may be direct water quality
issues within the storage including blue-green algae blooms,
nutrient enrichment, salinity and high levels of turbidity.
The North Central Catchment Management Authority
also has a focus on management of water quality issues,
including reduction of point and diffusion of sources of
pollution. The North Central River Health Strategy (2005)
includes targets for the management of water quality issues
in the Loddon Catchment: “by 2030, average annual loads of
phosphorus will be reduced by approximately 35%, and
nitrogen loads will be reduced by about 25% in the Loddon
catchment”. Examples of strategies to deliver these targets
include bank and gully erosion stabilisation works and
farming education strategies and management plans.
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Water Quality Monitoring

Monitoring is important for improving the understanding of
processes impacting on water quality. Understanding trends
in physical and biological water quality parameters allows
land and water resource managers to develop strategies,
actions and frameworks to address water quality decline and
any threatening processes impacting on the water resource.

Temperature upstream, within and downstream of the
storage has also been recorded as part of the former
Department of Sustainability and Environment (now the
Department of Environment and Primary Industries) and
Goulburn-Murray Water cold water monitoring program,
which aims to assess the impacts of storages on temperature
regimes in streams throughout Victoria.
A number of other strategies are being developed that
set the direction and scope for monitoring water quality,
including Goulburn-Murray Water’s Cairn Curran Risks to
Water Quality Risk Assessment.

5.1.1 Key Issues
Assurance that effective monitoring of water quality is
being implemented.

5.1.2 Objectives
Targeted and effective water quality monitoring, modelling
and reporting to improve our understanding of biophysical
and chemical parameters and develop effective management
strategies and frameworks to address water quality decline.

5.1.3 Actions
31. Review existing water quality monitoring programs
to ensure they are targeted and effective. If required,
develop a coordinated water quality monitoring,
evaluation, risk management and reporting program
for Cairn Curran Reservoir.
32. Actively support partner agencies in the protection and
enhancement of water quality within the catchment.

5.1.4 Stakeholders
Goulburn-Murray Water, Environment Protection Authority,
Department of Environment and Primary Industries, Coliban
Water and North Central Catchment Management Authority.

5.2

Catchment Impacts

Land use in the Cairn Curran catchment is dominated
by agriculture, accounting for about 60 per cent of the
catchment area while 38 per cent is comprised of State
Forest and National Parks. Agricultural land uses include
extensive grazing, pasture and mixed farming and cereal
cropping (wheat, oats and barley).
Land uses in the Upper Loddon Catchment, above the Cairn
Curran Reservoir have the potential to impact on water
quality through contribution to diffuse pollutant loads
such as nutrients and sediments. In this regard the storage
effectively acts as a nutrient and sediment sink, trapping
pollutant loads from diffuse and point sources from the
upstream catchment area. The Loddon catchment generates
115 tonnes of phosphorus and 517 tonnes of nitrogen
annually (NCCMA, 2005).
Runoff from grazing land, forestry and intensive agriculture
was highlighted during the consultation process for Plan
development as key cause of water quality decline in the
storage. Elevated levels of salinity in sub-catchments
discharging to Cairn Curran Reservoir were also identified
as a significant issue during consultation. Salinity can adversely
impact in-stream habitat for many aquatic and riparian species.
The storage water quality monitoring program for Cairn
Curran Reservoir has identified increasing trends in turbidity,
sediments and nutrients, exceeding guideline values in
recent years. Therefore, a focus on catchment management
practices in the catchment upstream of the reservoir is likely
to be critical in promoting water quality objectives.
The North Central Catchment Management Authority
has a number of strategies in place for reducing nutrient
and sediment loads including its forthcoming Regional
Catchment Strategy (2012) and North Central Catchment
Management Authority River Health Strategy (2005).

5.2.1 Key Issues
Inflows of sediments and nutrients from diffuse sources
in the upstream catchment areas.

5.2.2 Objectives
To manage land use in the upper catchment to maintain
and enhance water quality in Cairn Curran Reservoir.

5.2.3 Actions
33. Support the implementation of relevant actions included
in the North Central Catchment Management Authority
Regional Catchment Strategy (2012) and River Health
Strategy (2006).

5.3

Erosion

Cairn Curran Reservoir is impacted by erosion from the
upper catchment and from the farmland surrounding the
storage. Erosion can be caused by a range of factors such
as wind generated wave action, storage operations resulting
in rapid rising or falling storage levels and human factors,
such as the removal of riparian vegetation and stock grazing.
Shoreline erosion can affect the environment by:
•

Increasing water turbidity and sedimentation.

•

Promoting nutrient release into the water.

•

Damaging riparian vegetation.

•

Destroying in-stream habitat.

There is extensive foreshore erosion on the eastern
foreshore at Cairn Curran along the Full Supply Level due
to westerly winds, combined with wave action eroding the
banks. In a number of areas along the foreshore, there is
little Goulburn-Murray Water land above the Full Supply
Level remaining, and in some cases the storage has eroded
into private land.
Some erosion control work has been carried out around the
perimeter of the storage. Works to control erosion around
the storage have included gabion baskets, stone barriers
and fencing (GMW, 2003). Priorities need to be set for
identification and management of future erosion control
works around the reservoir.
The North Central Catchment Management Authority River
Health Strategy (2005) also identifies a number of priority
actions for treatment of erosion risks in the upper Loddon
Catchment above Cairn Curran Reservoir.
Under normal storage operating conditions, rates of rise and
fall are also managed to minimise bank erosion downstream
of Cairn Curran. Flood operating rules for Cairn Curran
require rates of rise and fall to be managed, however once
flood releases exceed river channel capacity normal rules for
rates of rise and fall do not apply.

5.3.1 Key Issues
•

Erosion of foreshore land, which is primarily a concern
at full supply level.

•

Erosion from grazing and unauthorised foreshore works.

5.3.2 Objectives
To proactively monitor, prioritise and address erosion
and erosion hazards around the Cairn Curran foreshore.

34. Be actively involved with council strategic planning as
a means to influence land use policies.

5.2.4 Stakeholders
North Central Catchment Management Authority, GoulburnMurray Water, Central Goldfields and Mount Alexander Shire
Council, landholders, Department of Environment
and Primary Industries.
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Water Quality
Continued

5.3.3 Actions
35. Develop and implement an erosion action plan,
including monitoring and reporting, for Cairn Curran
Reservoir including a summary of threats, mapping
of high risk areas and a prioritised works program.
36. Support actions in the forthcoming North Central
Catchment Management Authority Regional Catchment
Strategy, the North Central Catchment Management
Authority River Health Strategy (2005) and other relevant
strategies that mitigate activities that cause erosion.

5.3.4 Stakeholders
North Central Catchment Management Authority, GoulburnMurray Water, Central Goldfields and Mount Alexander Shire
Council, Department of Environment and Primary Industries
and landholders.

5.4

Wastewater Management

Human effluent from reticulated and non-reticulated
wastewater management systems can impact on water
quality in Cairn Curran Reservoir, affecting recreational and
other users of the reservoir. There are a number of small
townships in the wider Cairn Curran catchment that are not
connected to reticulated sewerage, as well as larger lots
throughout the catchment that are also not connected.
Wastewater treatment generally involves either a
reticulated system connected to a centralised treatment
facility, or an onsite wastewater management system, such
as a septic tank. Onsite wastewater management system
refers to any system for the bacterial, biological, chemical
or physical treatment of sewage, and includes all tanks,
filtration beds, sewers, drains, pipes, fittings, appliances
and land in connection with the system. Other wastewater
treatment systems include package treatment plants and
composting toilets.
Human effluent from onsite wastewater treatment and
disposal systems (e.g. septic tanks) can impact on water
quality in Cairn Curran reservoir, affecting recreational and
other uses of the storage. The consultation process for Plan
development identified overflows from private wastewater
systems, public toilet blocks and Welshmans Reef Caravan
Park as potential causes of water quality decline. GoulburnMurray Water (2012) identified that the caravan park
currently has issues with effluent compliance.
Guidelines for effluent management are set by the
Environment Protection Authority Victoria and are
currently under review. This review recognises many onsite
wastewater treatment systems installed in the 1970s
and 1980s were permitted in relation to toilet wastewater
only, without consideration of sullage wastewater and are
therefore in need of upgrade. There is a two-tier approval
process which applies to onsite wastewater treatment
systems in which the Environment Protection Authority
approves the type of onsite systems that may be installed
in Victoria, via a “certificate of approval system’ (EPA, 2008),
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and local government operates a permit system, which
controls the installation, maintenance and monitoring
of individual units.
The Cairn Curran Sailing Club must comply with GoulburnMurray Water’s Leaseholds—Club Standards (2012).
These standards require that all effluent / sullage from
ablution blocks on leased land must be connected to an
approved septic tank system and transfer pit in accordance
with the Australian Standard 1547 Disposal Systems
for Effluent from domestic premises and Environment
Protection Authority’s Code of Practice - Onsite Wastewater
Management Tanks (EPA, 2008). Onsite wastewater
management systems require regular inspections.
Central Highlands Water and Coliban Water are the
urban water authorities responsible for the provision
of reticulated sewerage in the Cairn Curran catchment.
Some urban wastewater management facilities have the
provision to irrigate land with treated wastewater and
only discharge to waterways in emergencies. The disposal
of treated wastewater to land can also impact upon water
quality in the storage.

5.4.1 Key Issues
•

Lack of reticulated wastewater management systems
within rural residential areas, club sites and caravan
parks in the storage environs.

•

Current issues with public toilet blocks, private systems
and Welshmans Reef Caravan Park.

•

Responsibilities for implementing inspection and
monitoring and enforcement / compliance programs
are yet to be allocated.

5.4.2 Objective
Ensure wastewater systems are designed and managed
appropriately to protect the water quality in Cairn Curran
Reservoir.

5.4.3 Actions
37. Investigate the opportunity for community wastewater
management facilities to service rural residential areas,
club sites and caravan parks around Cairn Curran Reservoir.
38. Investigate best practice technologies for wastewater
treatment around Cairn Curran Reservoir.
39. Adequately size and locate all wastewater treatment
facilities to minimise the risk to water quality from
off-site discharge on licensed premises.
40. Develop a priority list for inspection and monitoring
of systems in the Cairn Curran catchment.

5.4.4 Stakeholders
Goulburn-Murray Water, Coliban Water, Environment
Protection Authority, Mount Alexander and Central
Goldfields Shire Councils.

5.5

Grazing

5.6.1 Key Issues

See Section 7.2.

•

5.6

The potential for blue-green algae to impact on
recreational and human health values.

•

The need for increased education and awareness to
encourage users of the reservoir to better understand
blue-green algae and adhere to warnings relating to
risks to human health.

Blue-green Algae

Blue-green algae or Cyanobacteria are naturally occurring
and have the potential to be harmful as they can make
people and animals sick. The Department of Environment
and Primary Industries and the Department of Health
set a maximum algae level considered safe (GMW, 2009).
Goulburn-Murray Water undertakes regular monitoring at
the storage and issues warnings when the level of blue-green
algae exceeds the safe level.
Several factors can influence the growth of blue-green algae
including weather, light availability, flow / turbulence, algae
food (nutrient) levels and algae predator numbers. Nutrients,
particularly phosphorous and nitrogen enter waterways
attached to soil particles and sediments and from sewage
and other industrial / commercial wastes that enter rivers
and their tributaries. Rainfall is naturally high in nitrogen and
storm events can bring dissolved nitrogen and phosphorous
into Cairn Curran and promote increased algal growth.
Blue-green algae is monitored routinely by GoulburnMurray Water to meet its obligations as a Local Water
Manager, as directed by the Department of Environment
and Primary Industries and the Department of Health.
Given that Cairn Curran Reservoir is located in a potable
water supply catchment, Goulburn-Murray Water has an
obligation to notify Coliban Water of blue-green algae
monitoring results. Prior to 2002, Cairn Curran Reservoir
had a history of algal problems. However, since 2002/2003,
only background or low levels have been recorded.
Concerns were raised by some community members during
the process for Plan development that communication from
Goulburn-Murray Water and Department of Environment
and Primary Industries regarding blue-green algal blooms is
inadequate. Conversely some people think that there is too
much emphasis being placed on the risks of blue-green algae.
If a blue-green algae warning is issued by Goulburn-Murray
Water, warning signs are erected at major recreational
areas, letters are sent to relevant customers and interested
stakeholders, and media releases are sent to newspapers,
television and radio stations to inform the wider community
that there are high levels of blue-green algae. GoulburnMurray Water’s webpage dedicated to blue-green algae
warnings and the blue-green algae warnings hotline are
other methods used to inform the public about current
levels of blue-green algae.
When a blue-green algae warning is current, it is
recommended not to undertake any activity that involves
direct skin contact with storage water, and alternative water
supplies should be sought for both domestic purposes and
stock-watering.

5.6.2 Objectives
Continue to monitor blue-green algae and develop
response strategies (where appropriate) for protection of
local and downstream users in accordance with Department
of Environment and Primary Industries and Department of
Health requirements.

5.6.3 Actions
41. Continue to monitor and manage blue-green algae in
accordance with Cairn Curran Blue-Green Algae Incident
Response Plan.
42. Develop a coordinated blue-green algae communication
strategy to enhance business and community
understanding of how to respond to blooms.

5.6.4 Stakeholders
Goulburn-Murray Water, Coliban Water, Environment
Protection Authority, Department of Environment and
Primary Industries, Parks Victoria, North Central Catchment
Management Authority, Mount Alexander and Central
Goldfields Shire Councils. Other potentially affected
stakeholders include caravan parks located on the foreshore.

5.7 References
Coliban Water (2006) Water Plan 2055 – Coliban System
(Bendigo, Castlemaine, Kyneton and Heathcote Areas).
Coliban Water (2012) Water Supply Demand Strategy 2012.
EPA (2008) Code of Practice – Onsite Wastewater Management.
GMW (2003) Cairn Curran Reservoir Water Quality and
Biodiversity: Information Review (Draft), September 2003.
GMW (2011) Goulburn-Murray Water Major Storages 2010
Water Quality Report.
GMW (2009) Blue-Green Algae Incident Response Plan Cairn
Curran Part 2: Site Specific Information.
GMW (2012) Cairn Curran Reservoir – Water Quality Storage
Summary Report, February 2012.
North Central CMA (2008) Draft Catchment Action Plan: Upper
Loddon Catchment.
North Central CMA (2012) Draft Regional Catchment Strategy –
2012 -2018.
North Central CMA (2005) North Central River Health Strategy.

Increased education and awareness is required to assist
business and the community to better understand how to
work with blue-green algae (See Section 3.2).
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Healthy Ecosystems

The Cairn Curran environment has been significantly
modified since European settlement and construction of the
dam. Notwithstanding this issue the waterway is recognised
for maintenance of important conservation values and
biological diversity.

The Bendigo Fisheries Management Plan (DPI, 2011)
has recently been released which includes objectives,
recommendations and actions for sustainably managing
fisheries resources and maintaining and improving fish
habitat

Cairn Curran provides habitat for a diversity of bird species
including a number of threatened species such as Whitebellied Sea-eagle which breed there, a number of colonial
nesting waterbirds such as Darter, Little Pied Cormorant as
well as a host of other plant and animal species, some of
which are regarded as Critically Endangered in Victoria (e.g.
Regent Honeyeater).

6.1.1 Key Issues

Terrestrial vegetation around the reservoir foreshore also
provides important habitat for native species and protects
water quality by filtering nutrients, reducing the inflow
of sediments and stabilising the foreshore and banks of
connecting tributaries. The reservoir itself provides habitat
for a diverse range of aquatic species including fish, macro
invertebrates and plants.

To manage the health of aquatic fauna in Cairn Curran
Reservoir by addressing significant threats to water quality
and to preserve and maintain healthy habitat for aquatic
and terrestrial flora and fauna.

6.1

Aquatic Fauna and Habitat

Aquatic fauna in Cairn Curran Reservoir include bacteria,
viruses, fungi, algae, aquatic flora, zoo plankton, invertebrate
fauna and vertebrate fauna, consisting predominately of
fish. Native resident fish species in Cairn Curran Reservoir
listed under the Commonwealth Environment Protection
and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) and the
Victorian Flora Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 (FFG Act) include
Golden Perch and Murray Cod. Golden Perch and Murray
Cod were first released into Cairn Curran Reservoir in 19941995, and have been regularly stocked since then by the
Fisheries Victoria. The primary objective of fish stocking
programs for the reservoir is to manage Cairn Curran as
a high use, mixed species fishery (DPI, 2011). (Also refer
Section 4.2: Fishing).
Significant environmental issues currently impacting aquatic
fauna in the Cairn Curran Reservoir include poor or absent
riparian vegetation around the storage, uncontrolled stock
access and poor water quality.
Although submerged and dead-standing timber provides
important habitat for many species of aquatic fauna in
the Cairn Curran Reservoir, it has also been identified as a
safety hazard by recreational users, particularly in locations
where there are high levels of boating activity (refer to
Section 4.1: Boating).
Generally, relocating dead trees (standing or fallen)
should only be permitted in clearly justified or operational
circumstances. In the event that any timber or large woody
debris is removed it will be relocated safely to an alternative
area in the waterway. An important criterion for any
approval of these proposals is demonstration of a net habitat
enhancement. Increased dead trees may create potential
conflict with recreational interests due to safety issues.
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•

Limited fish habitat.

•

Water quality, invasive pest and loss of habitat for
aquatic fauna.

6.1.2 Objectives

6.1.3 Actions
43. Promote and support implementation of management
strategies to monitor, protect and enhance habitat for
native species as identified in the Bendigo Fisheries
Management Plan.

6.1.4 Stakeholders
Fisheries Victoria, Goulburn-Murray Water, North Central
Catchment Management Authority, Department of
Environment and Primary Industries and peak recreational
fishing groups.

6.2 	Foreshore Vegetation Management
Established riparian vegetation in the foreshore zone of
water storages can provide important habitat for terrestrial
and aquatic species as well as in enhancing water quality.
A significant proportion of land surrounding the waterway
has been cleared of vegetation, to the extent that pasture
grasses dominate most of the riparian zone. Fragments
of Plains Woodlands remain along the western shore and
Grassy Woodland, Box Ironbark Forest and Grassy Woodland/
Alluvial Terraces Herb-rich Woodland Mosaic are present
along the eastern shore.
Key issues impacting on foreshore vegetation at Cairn
Curran Reservoir include erosion of foreshore and riverbanks
resulting in loss of vegetation and grazing of livestock in
riparian zones (refer to Section 5.3).
Re-establishment of native vegetation cover around
the foreshore and in the surrounding catchment can
have positive effects on water quality. The North Central
Catchment Management Authority is leading a range
of revegetation programs in the greater Loddon Catchment
area through implementation of its Regional Catchment
Strategy (2012) and Regional River Health Strategy (2006).

6.2.1 Key Issues
Lack of foreshore vegetation in the riparian zone around
Cairn Curran Reservoir.

6.2.2 Objective
Maintain and enhance the extent and condition of foreshore
vegetation around Cairn Curran Reservoir.

6.2.3 Actions
44. Support foreshore vegetation works in riparian areas to
protect biodiversity values and enhance visual amenity.
45. Continue to support existing foreshore revegetation
programs, mutually agreed with neighbouring
landholders and investigate potential for establishment
of a re-vegetation incentive program for landholders.

6.2.4 Stakeholders
Goulburn-Murray Water, North Central Catchment
Management Authority, Mount Alexander and Central
Goldfields Shire Councils, Department of Environment
and Primary Industries and riparian land owners.

6.3

Pest Plants and Animals

Pest plants and animals are a major concern to both public
and private land and water managers. They represent
a significant threat to economic productivity and to
environmental values.
Pest plant species currently impacting on the values of Cairn
Curran Reservoir include terrestrial species such as Wheel
Cactus, Blackberry, Gorse, and Paterson’s curse and aquatic
weed species such as Pondweed and Milfoil. These aquatic
weeds were highly abundant in the storage in early 2000.

Weed management activities on public foreshore and lake bed
areas of the Cairn Curran Reservoir are generally undertaken
by Goulburn-Murray Water and grazing licence holders.
The North Central Regional Catchment Strategy (2012) and
North Central Weed Action Plan (2003) identify priority areas
for weed control works on waterways. The North Central
Catchment Management Authority may provide financial
assistance for the removal / control of weeds or overgrown
vegetation in these areas.
Pest animal species currently impacting on the Cairn
Curran Reservoir include rabbits, foxes, hares, pigs and
goats. Carp also poses a serious threat to the health of
the storage and surrounding tributaries and streams.
Carp reproduce quickly and can tolerate a broad range
of environmental conditions and their adaptability enables
them to displace native species. Currently, there are no
programs to manage Carp in the storage. Koi Herpes
Virus (KHV) is currently being investigated as a potential
control for Carp in Victoria. The release of KHV will require
extensive testing and approval from federal and state
authorities before it can be considered as a control for Carp.

6.3.1 Key Issues
•

Aquatic and terrestrial weed species impacting on
biodiversity values.

•

Pest animal species impacting on biodiversity values.

•

Lack of funding and resources for control of priority pest
and plant animal species.

6.3.2 Objectives
To effectively manage pest plants and animals in Cairn Curran
Reservoir, the foreshore and surrounding environment.

6.3.3 Actions
46. Consider development of a prioritised weed control
program coordinated with agencies and landholders,
including the discussion of funding and responsibilities.
47. Investigate the application of Carp control for Cairn
Curran Reservoir.
48. Support Department of Environment and Primary
Industries and other agencies to minimise the impacts
of pest animals on the surrounding communities to the
storage and environment.

6.3.4 Stakeholders
Goulburn-Murray Water, North Central Catchment
Management Authority and Department of Environment
and Primary Industries.

6.4

References

DPI (2011) Bendigo Fisheries Management Plan.
North Central CMA (2003) Weeds of the North Central Region:
A field identification guide.
North Central CMA (2012) Draft Regional Catchment Strategy.
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7

Land
Management

Effective land management is critical for protection
of environmental, social, cultural and economic values
associated with Cairn Curran Reservoir. Examples of land
management issues include planning and development,
impacts of grazing on water quality and management of
fire risk.
Distinguishing between private and public land around
the reservoir is sometimes difficult and there are issues
surrounding inadvertent trespass onto adjacent private land,
as well as encroachment of private infrastructure onto public
foreshore land.

7.1

Planning and Development

The northern, eastern and southern sections of Cairn Curran
Reservoir are primarily located within Mount Alexander Shire,
with the western portion of the reservoir being located in
Central Goldfields Shire. These councils are the responsible
authorities for planning approvals around the reservoir.
The majority of the Cairn Curran catchment area is zoned
as ‘Farming Zone’ whereby any planned development has
to comply with the requirements of the zoning. This land
use zoning accounts for 86 per cent of land use within
one kilometre of the reservoir (GMW, 2012). There are
currently no plans to amend land use zoning in the Cairn
Curran catchment that would potentially result in future
development pressures. However, it is important to note that
Mount Alexander Shire Council is currently commissioning
a rural land use study which may result in some adjustments
to current land use zonings.
The impact of wastewater on water quality of Cairn Curran
Reservoir is an important issue with regard to new and
existing development around waterways the storage
catchment. The impact of onsite wastewater management,
including septic tanks, can affect water quality individually,
particularly from systems near the storage, or as diffuse
source pollution from the cumulative effects of numerous
septic systems. The current Code of Practice – Onsite
Domestic Wastewater Management requires a 300 metre
wastewater setback from full supply level to be applied for
lots adjacent to the reservoir.
Mount Alexander Shire Council has recently applied for
application of a heritage overlay in its local government
area. The application includes public recreation facilities
at Welshmans Reef and Woolshed Bay and could potentially
impact on future upgrades of these facilities.
The Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunals (VCAT) recent
interpretation of Department of Planning and Community
Development guidelines on development for declared
catchment areas which states “the density of dwellings
should be no greater than one dwelling per 40 hectares” has
impacted planning approvals in the Cairn Curran catchment.
The guidelines are to protect water quality in open, declared
catchment for the purposes of drinking water supply.
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As allowed for under the guidelines, Goulburn-Murray Water
will give consideration to the merit of any planning permit
or scheme revision referred to it. The consultation process
for Plan development highlighted this as a significant issue.
A water industry group coordinated by VicWater is currently
reviewing the Department of Planning and Community
Development guidelines to provide consistent guidance
around the matters to be considered, including dwelling
density, requirements for Domestic Wastewater Management
Plans and catchment policies to protect water quality.
Community stakeholders have expressed support for
development provided it does not affect the visual amenity,
environmental or recreational values of the reservoir and its
surrounding catchment.
Council planning schemes include Environmental Significance
Overlays that aim to protect water quality in the Cairn Curran
Catchment. In Victorian Planning Provisions Planning Schemes,
overlays are intended to control development (buildings, works
and actions) rather than the use of the land which is controlled
through zoning. However, it is important to note that these
overlays do not apply to the entire catchment area.

7.1.1 Key Issues
•

Perception from community stakeholders regarding
VCAT ruling restricting private development.

•

Potential for future changes in zoning that increase
development pressure in the catchment.

7.1.2 Objectives
Improved planning tools, guidelines and strategies to guide
development and ensure the protection of water quality,
visual amenity, recreational access and environmental values
in Cairn Curran Reservoir.

7.1.3 Actions
49. Encourage agencies and authorities to adopt agreed and
consistent principles and processes to manage the impacts
of planning and development around the reservoir, as
recommended by the VicWater working group.

7.1.4 Stakeholders
Environment Protection Authority, Department of Health,
Mount Alexander and Central Goldfields Shire Councils,
North Central Catchment Management Authority, GoulburnMurray Water, Coliban Water.

7.2

Grazing

The majority of land adjoining the Cairn Curran Reservoir
is private freehold land utilised for agriculture, particularly
extensive grazing. A large proportion of the non-recreational
foreshore is licensed for grazing of livestock, in particular
sheep. The licence states that the “licensee must provide
fencing around the boundary of the land (neighbouring
boundaries, not resumed land boundary)”. They must also
maintain any waterways in “good repair”.
Grazing licences are currently issued for a five year period
and include conditions intended to improve environmental
outcomes for the waterways and their surrounds. Currently
there are 17 grazing licences over Cairn Curran Reservoir
perimeter land. To date there has been limited monitoring
of compliance with licence conditions, or assessment of
the adequacy of conditions. Furthermore, some areas are
being grazed which are not under licence. The consultation
process for Plan development highlighted unrestricted
access of stock to the exposed lake bed as a key concern.
Well managed grazing lands can be beneficial in
controlling weeds and vegetation growth in foreshore
areas, particularly where it creates a fire hazard. However,
poorly managed grazing can result in public health risks
associated grazing of waterway foreshores due to faecal
matter inputs, as well as other water quality issues such
as increased nutrients contributing to nuisance and
potentially toxic algal blooms, erosion and increased
turbidity. Unrestricted grazing in foreshore areas can also
result in damage to native riparian vegetation, including
spread of pest plant species and destruction of habitat
of native animals (GMW, 2011). As mentioned in Section
6.2, there is minimal riparian vegetation remaining in the
foreshore zone surrounding the storage.
Some fencing of the foreshore has been undertaken in the
foreshore zone and along tributaries such as Joyces Creek
that inflow to the reservoir. However, this work was not
focussed on improving water quality for drinking water
supply, but more opportunistically working with interested
stakeholders. Other types of management strategies for
reducing grazing impacts could include off-stream watering
points, conditions on licences, alternative vegetation
control, wildlife grazing and improved public education.

7.2.1 Key Issues
•

Poorly managed grazing land can result in water quality
decline, public health risks and damage to native
riparian vegetation.

•

Limited monitoring of compliance with grazing
licence conditions.

7.2.2 Objective
Well managed, best practice grazing and agricultural
programs to manage and minimise the impacts of stock
on riparian vegetation and water quality.

7.2.3 Actions
50. Clearly identify grazing licence responsibilities for
Goulburn-Murray Water and the licence holder.
51. Investigate the introduction of additional and / or
different conditions on grazing licences regarding the
timing and intensity of grazing and age of stock in order
to minimise impacts on water quality.
52. Reinforce compliance with licence conditions through
adequate monitoring.
53. Investigate alternatives to grazing for weed control and
fire fuel load reduction, for example crash grazing (where
stock are allowed access for short intense periods),
controlled burns in association with the Country Fire
Authority, slashing or spraying.
54. Maintain, and where appropriate expand, existing
vegetation in buffer zones along the Cairn Curran
Reservoir foreshore in order to protect water quality by
acting as a filter for pathogens and other parameters.

7.2.4 Stakeholders
Goulburn-Murray Water, Department of Environment and
Primary Industries, Central Goldfields and Mount Alexander
Shire Councils, Country Fire Authority, North Central
Catchment Management Authority, Coliban Water.

It is important to note that although grazing in close
proximity to water storages and tributaries to the storages
has the potential to impact upon water quality, grazing will
continue to be used as a land management tool to control
weeds and nuisance vegetative growth in the lake bed and
foreshore lands.
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7

Land Management Continued

7.3 	Permits, Licences and Lease
Arrangements
Permits and licences are issued for a number of activities on
foreshore land around the Cairn Curran Reservoir. A permit
is required to undertake works on foreshore land, while
licences are required for grazing and general occupation
Leases apply to caravan parks, clubs and commercial
developments. The issue of grazing licences is discussed
in Section 7.2: Grazing.
The Cairn Curran Sailing Club leases land adjacent to the
Cairn Curran Reservoir at Woolshed Bay.
Issues raised in relation to leases and licences include
the lack of clarity regarding conditions, overly onerous
conditions, lack of compliance with conditions and
excessive cost. For example, the consultation process
for Plan development highlighted concerns around
lack of compliance for grazing licences as evidenced by
unrestricted access of stock to the exposed lake floor during
periods of low water levels.

7.3.1 Key Issues
•

The need for increased information to assist land owners
in making decisions about lease and licence agreements.

7.3.2 Objectives
To establish a cooperative partnership between lease and
licence holders and land owners to provide appropriate, well
maintained perimeter land around Cairn Curran Reservoir.

7.3.3 Actions
55. Proactively consult with lease and licence holders
regarding the condition of their lease / licences, and deal
with cases of repeated non-compliance.

7.3.4 Stakeholders
Goulburn-Murray Water, licence and lease holders.

7.4

Fire Management

Vegetation around storages can pose a significant fire risk
to neighbouring properties and recreational users.
Public land managers are obliged to responsibly manage
fire risk on land around Cairn Curran Reservoir. The lighting
of illegal fires around the storage is also a potential problem,
as identified during the consultation process for this Plan.
Fire hazards tend to increase during periods of low storage
levels when vegetation areas effectively increase in parallel
with the drying lake bed. During periods of low water levels
Goulburn-Murray Water short term grazing permits are
issued to land owners adjacent to the storage to reduce
the vegetation load on the lake bed.
The Storage Fire Protection Plan documents potential fire
risks on and around the storage and details annual risk
reduction works.
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The Central Goldfields and Mount Alexander Shire
Councils have Municipal Fire Management Plans in place.
These plans have been developed in partnership with
the Country Fire Authority, Department of Environment
and Primary Industries, Victoria Police and other agencies
and community groups. The yacht club and caravan park
are required to have Fire Management Plans in place and
regularly updated as a condition of their lease agreement.
Following the events of Black Saturday in February 2009, the
State Government has taken a number of steps to address
and reduce the risk of bushfires to the Victorian population.
One of these steps is the capacity of the government to
declare certain days as ‘Code Red’ days. On ‘Code Red’ days
any activity on and around Cairn Curran Reservoir, including
use by the public will be guided by the recommendations
of responsible authorities.

7.4.1 Key issues
•

Illegally lit fires around storage.

•

Vegetation around the storage can pose a fire risk to
neighbouring properties and recreational users.

7.4.2 Objectives
To ensure responsible management of fire risks at Cairn
Curran Reservoir.

7.4.3 Actions
56. Integrate and link the Storage Fire Protection Plan
with the Central Goldfields and Mount Alexander Shire
Councils’ Municipal Fire Management Plans
57. Manage fire risks around Cairn Curran Reservoir through
annual Fire Protection Plans.
58. Fire Protection Plans take account of supply levels
within Cairn Curran Reservoir and include a strategy for
managing ‘Code Red’ days.

7.4.4 Stakeholders
Country Fire Authority, Goulburn-Murray Water and Central
Goldfields and Mount Alexander Shire Councils.

7.5

Fencing

7.6

Wastewater Management

Fencing around Cairn Curran Reservoir varies according to
stock type and topography. In the most part fences consist
of post and wire fences, although some landholders have
moved toward use of electric fencing in recent years.

See Section 5.4.

Fencing is used for stock management by private land
owners and grazing licence holders. As mentioned in
Section 7.2, grazing licences state that the licensee
must provide fencing around the boundary of the land
(neighbouring boundaries, not resumed land boundaries).

Goulburn-Murray Water (2011), Managing Stock Access to
Goulburn-Murray Water Storages and Channels to Manage Water
Quality Risks, Meeting Minutes, 10 Thursday November 2011.

Many licence holders / land owners experience difficulties
managing fences due to fluctuations in water levels in the
storage. Fencing below the Full Supply Level should be
removed when water levels rise.
In some areas, fencing erected by land owners has the
benefit of reducing unauthorised vehicle access to the lake
bed. Traditional fencing methods are expected to remain
at Cairn Curran Reservoir for the foreseeable future.

7.7

References

EPA (2008) Code of Practice – Onsite Wastewater Management.

Goulburn-Murray Water (2012) Cairn Curran Reservoir – Water
Quality Storage Summary Report – February 2012.
Goulburn-Murray Water (2012a) Application of the DPCD
Guidelines following VCAT Order P2179/2011, letter distributed
to shire councils on 29 February 2012.
DPCD (2009) Planning permit applications in open, potable
water supply catchment areas.

7.5.1 Key Issues
•

Licence holders / land owners experience difficulties
managing fences due to fluctuations in water levels
in the storage.

•

Safety hazards for recreational users created by
submerged fencing.

7.5.2 Objectives
To ensure fencing is suitable for stock management and
minimises impact on the health and safety of recreational
users of the storage.

7.5.3 Actions
59. Ensure fencing is suitable to contain stock to approved
grazing areas.
60. Minimise fencing below full supply level to the extent
practicable and remove old fences
61. Investigate methods of fencing on the lake bed that
do not have the potential to become safety hazards.

7.5.4 Stakeholders
Goulburn-Murray Water, grazing licence holders.
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8

Cultural Heritage

The management and protection of Aboriginal and European
heritage located within the Cairn Curran catchment is the
responsibility of all government agencies in control of land
management activities and private land owners.
Cairn Curran Reservoir and its surrounds have a long
history of Aboriginal occupation. The region maintains
many European heritage values as evidenced by townships,
homesteads, farming equipment and former mine sites.

8.1 Aboriginal Cultural Heritage
In Victoria the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 (the Act) and
Aboriginal Heritage Regulations 2007 protect Aboriginal
cultural heritage, formalise Aboriginal community
involvement in decision making and provide a consistent
approach to managing Aboriginal cultural heritage
issues relevant to land use and development proposal.
Commonwealth legislation also applies, with the Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Heritage Protection Act 1984
designed to provide protection where it is not adequately
provided at the state or territory level.
The Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 recognises Aboriginal
people as the primary guardians, keepers and knowledge
holders of Aboriginal cultural heritage. Under the Act the
registered Aboriginal group having responsibilities relating
to the management of Aboriginal cultural heritage in the
Cairn Curran Reservoir area is the Dja Dja Wurrung Clans
Aboriginal Corporation.
The Dja Dja Wurrung Aboriginal people historically occupied
most of the Loddon Catchment. The riverine environment
was highly valued by the clan as it provided a ready supply
of water, fish and plant foods.

European heritage values in the Cairn Curran Reservoir
catchment are predominately centred around mining,
including gold and lead. Castlemaine (including Fryerstown)
made up the largest mining settlements, with over 10,000
people mining in the area by late 1851 (Forbes, 1950).
The Daylesford goldfields were discovered in early 1852,
while deep lead deposits were worked from Daylesford
through to Coomoora, Glenlyon and down the Loddon to
Glenluce and Guildford. Other goldfields in the Cairn Curran
catchment included Maldon, Yandoit, Vaughan, Newstead
and Eganstown.
The Victorian Heritage Register lists the state’s most
significant heritage places and objects. Key European
heritage sites listed under local planning schemes, by
Heritage Victoria or on the National Estate, in the Cairn
Curran Reservoir catchment include:
•

Plaistow Homestead and Store.

•

Newstead Court House.

•

Junction Deep Lead Co, Deep Leads Electric Commission
Co and Loddon Valley Co, located near Baringhup.

•

Numerous heritage listed sites around Maldon.

Mount Alexander Shire Council has recently applied for
application of a heritage overlay in its local government
area. The application includes facilities such as toilet blocks
and picnic facilities at Welshmans Reef and Woolshed Bay.
Therefore any proposed upgrades to these facilities will
require a planning permit to be issued by Mount Alexander
Shire Council.

Aboriginal Affairs Victoria records indicate that there
is one state significant site at Cairn Curran; a scarred
tree, south-east of the embankment. Other important
Aboriginal heritage sites include a “historic place” located
immediately downstream of the dam wall and the
Neeriman Protectorate Station.

8.2.1 Key Issues

8.1.1. Key Issues

To protect, conserve and raise community awareness about
the importance of European cultural heritage at Cairn
Curran Reservoir.

Lack of knowledge and awareness of the Aboriginal cultural
heritage at Cairn Curran Reservoir.

8.1.2 Objectives
To protect, preserve and raise community awareness of
the importance of Aboriginal cultural heritage at Cairn
Curran Reservoir.

8.1.3 Actions
62. Support initiatives to enhance identification and
protection of Aboriginal cultural heritage.

8.1.4 Stakeholders
Goulburn-Murray Water, Aboriginal Affairs Victoria, North
Central Catchment Management Authority and Dja Dja
Wurrung Clans Aboriginal Corporation.
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Lack of awareness of European cultural heritage values
of Cairn Curran Reservoir catchment.

8.2.2 Objectives

8.2.3 Actions
63. Support initiatives to enhance protection of European
cultural heritage.

8.2.4 Stakeholders
Goulburn-Murray Water, Council and the community.

8.3 References
Forbes, I. (1950) The Catchment of Cairn Curran Reservoir.
Prepared by the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission.
North Central Catchment Management Authority (NCCMA)
(undated), The Loddon River from an Indigenous perspective –
Fact Sheet.
Rural Water Commission of Victoria (1984) An Historical Resume
of Cairn Curran Reservoir.

A

Operation of
the Storage

Cairn Curran’s function is to ensure supply to irrigated
properties along the Loddon River and the western sector
of the Goulburn-Murray Irrigation District; provide stock
and domestic supplies; maintain minimum flows for
environmental purposes, and generate electricity when
irrigation and flood releases are being made. Supplements
to the Goulburn supply system are available when resources
are abundant.
Cairn Curran and Tullaroop Reservoirs are the main storages
that collect water from the upper parts of the Loddon
catchment. Laanecoorie Reservoir is used as a re-regulating
storage for releases from Cairn Curran and Tullaroop
Reservoirs (NCCMA, 2006). This infrastructure has had a
major influence on the natural flow regime of the Loddon
River (Chee et al. 2009). The operation of the Cairn Curran,
Tullaroop and Laanecoorie Reservoirs has enabled summer
flows passing Laanecoorie to be maintained at higher levels
for downstream diversions for irrigation and rural use with
a corresponding reduction in spring flows.

Data from the last 12 years has seen Cairn Curran Reservoir
drawn down an average of 3.9 metres during the irrigation
season, with an average release of 42,505 megalitres (ML).
The smallest annual volume release during this time was
in 1999/2000 with a drop of only 0.74 m and 4,962 ML
in volume, compared to 1992/1993 when 45,440 ML was
gained during the irrigation season with a 4.08 m rise.
During flood operations, releases via the spillway gates
may be required to ensure the storage levels are managed
according to the flood operating rules. Once Cairn Curran
fills, usually at a controlled rate during the winter and spring
months, all inflows are passed in the Loddon River.
Regulated releases for irrigation generally occur but are
not limited to the period between 15 August and 15 May
each year. At all times, water is released to the Loddon
River in order to maintain environmental flows as specified
by the minimum flow requirements and requested by
environmental water managers.

The water released from Cairn Curran Reservoir into
the Loddon River takes into account the water levels at
Cairn Curran and Tullaroop Reservoirs and responds to
supply demands above and below Laanecoorie. Releases
are determined by the requirements and orders lodged
by downstream diverters as well as environmental flow
requirements. The drawdown of both storages is governed
by the announced allocation and commitments to
supplement supplies in the Goulburn system.
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B

Agency Roles and Responsibilities

Aboriginal Affairs Victoria

Councils

www.aboriginalaffairs.vic.gov.au

www.mountalexander.vic.gov.au

www.djadjawurrung.com.au/

www.centralgoldfields.com.au

Aboriginal Affairs Victoria (AAV) is the Victorian
Government’s central point of advice on all aspects of
Aboriginal affairs in Victoria.

Under the Planning and Environment Act 1987, local
government is responsible for ensuring that land is used
and developed in an environmentally, economically and
socially responsible manner, to provide a sustainable future
for the community.

The Dja Dja Wurrung people are the traditional owners
for the Cairn Curran Reservoir catchment. The Victorian
Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 recognises Aboriginal people
“as primary guardians, keepers and knowledge holders of
Aboriginal cultural heritage”. Registered Aboriginal Parties
play a leading role in administering the new Act and have
well defined responsibilities at a local level. The Dja Dja
Wurrung Clans Aboriginal Corporation are the Registered
Aboriginal Party for the Cairn Curran Reservoir catchment.

Bureau of Meteorology
www.bom.vic.gov.au
Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) is the main provider of
weather forecasts, warnings and observations to the
Australian public and is responsible for issuing flood alerts
in Australia.

Coliban Water
www.coliban.com.au
Coliban Water is one of the larger Victorian regional urban
water authorities, with an area of responsibility covering
approximately 20 per cent of Victoria. The Authority manages,
maintains and operates over 50 reservoirs and water storage
basins across North-Central Victoria and provides water and
wastewater services to rural and urban customers across
an area of 16,550 square kilometres. The service area includes
49 towns, extending from Cohuna and Echuca in the north
to Kyneton and Trentham in the south.

Country Fire Authority

Mount Alexander and Central Goldfields Shire Councils
are the authorities with responsibility for statutory
planning matters, wastewater management, stormwater
management, waste management services, onsite
wastewater management tanks, management of public
facilities and reserves, management of animals and local
law enforcement.
The northern, eastern and southern sections of Cairn Curran
Reservoir are primarily located within the Mount Alexander
Shire, with the mid western portion of the reservoir being
located within the Central Goldfields Shire.

Department of Health
www.health.vic.gov.au
The Drinking Water Regulatory Section within the
Department of Health (DoH) has responsibility for the
implementation and oversight of the Safe Drinking Water
Act 2003 and the Safe Drinking Water Regulations 2005
on behalf of the Secretary to the Department of Human
Services. The primary functions of this section are to oversee
the implementation of, and monitor compliance with, the
Act and Regulations. The functions of the Department of
Human Services are to:
•

Protect public health in relation to the supply of drinking
water. Monitor and enforce compliance with this Act and
the Regulations.

•

Report on the performance of water suppliers and water
storage managers in relation to the requirements
imposed on them under this Act.

•

Investigate and report on any aspect of drinking water
quality in Victoria. Make recommendations to the
Minister for Health on any matter relating to drinking
water or regulated water.

•

Promote industry and public awareness and
understanding of drinking water quality issues.

www.cfa.vic.gov.au
Country Fire Authority (CFA) is a volunteer and community
based fire and emergency services organisation and
is responsible for fire and related emergency coordination
in rural and regional areas.

The Drinking Water Regulatory Section works with the
Victorian water industry, other units within the Department
of Health, key stakeholders and other government
departments to deliver the regulatory objectives of the Act.
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Department of Planning and
Community Development

Environment Protection Authority

www.dpcd.vic.gov.au

Environment Protection Authority (EPA) is a statutory
authority established under the Environment Protection Act
1970. It exists to ensure the protection of beneficial uses
of air, water and land from the adverse impacts of waste
and unwanted noise The EPA also jointly administers the
Pollution of Waters by Oils and Noxious Substances Act 1986
(POWBONS Act) and the Pollution of Waters by Oil and
Noxious Substances Regulations 2002 with the Department
of Transport. The EPA also oversees the State Environment
Protection Policy (Waters of Victoria). State environment
protection policies (SEPPs) are subordinate legislation
made under the provisions of the Environment Protection
Act 1970. Under the Act the requirements in environmental
regulations, works approvals, licences and other regulatory
tools, must be consistent with SEPPs. The SEPP (Waters of
Victoria) applies to all surface waters of Victoria and aims to
provide a coordinated approach for the protection and, where
necessary, rehabilitation of the health of Victoria’s water
environments. This policy protects the environmental values,
beneficial uses and associated social and economic values of
the water environment to ensure that the needs of current
and future generations are met. Specific schedules to SEPP
(Waters of Victoria) deal with specific individual catchments.

The Department of Planning and Community Development
(DPCD) has a central role in managing Victoria’s growth
and development and building stronger communities.
DPCD works collaboratively with local government and
other key public and private stakeholders to lead state
and metropolitan development, strategic and statutory
planning, development regulation, and environmental
assessment. The municipal council is usually the responsible
authority for issuing planning permits and administering
the planning scheme and should be contacted for local and
property specific planning advice. DPCD regional offices
work in partnership with councils and stakeholders to
deliver State Government policies and programs.
They assess planning scheme amendments and provide
planning advice and guidance. The regional offices are
the local ‘shop front’ for a wide range of the Department’s
services including statutory and strategic planning
information.

Department of Environment and
Primary Industries
www.depi.vic.gov.au
The Department of Environment and Primary Industries
(DEPI) has been formed from the Department of
Sustainability and Environment and the Department of
Primary Industries. DEPI leads the Victorian Government’s
efforts to sustainably boost productivity in Victoria’s worldclass food and fibre sector, manage natural resources,
protect the environment and respond to fire, flood and
biosecurity emergencies.

Department of Transport. Planning
and Local Infrastructure
www.transport.vic.gov.au
The former Department of Transport is now known as the
Department of Transport, Planning and Local Infrastructure.
The transport functions of the department are made up
of various divisions that work together to support two
ministers and plan and coordinate the state’s transport
system. The transport functions of the department are
set out in the Transport Integration Act 2010. They include
leading strategic and regulatory policy, and planning and
legislating for the state’s transport system.
The Transport Integration Act 2010 brought together the
transport portfolio, including ports and marine, under one
statute for the first time.

www.epa.vic.gov.au

Goulburn-Murray Water
www.g-mwater.com.au
Goulburn-Murray Water (GMW) maintains and manages the
water supply operations, maintenance and safety of Cairn
Curran Reservoir. Goulburn-Murray Water manages lake bed
and public foreshore land, and is responsible for licensing
and approving structures on the Cairn Curran foreshore.
Goulburn-Murray Water also has statutory responsibilities
in coordination of the blue-green algae monitoring and
response program, and as a storage manager under the
Safe Drinking Water Act 2003. GMW is also the designated
waterway manager under the Marine Safety Act 2010.

North Central Catchment Management
Authority
www.nccma.vic.gov.au
The North Central Catchment Management Authority
(NCCMA) is a statutory authority responsible for
coordinating integrated catchment management
and sustainable land and water use in northern Victoria.
The region’s main waterways are the Campaspe, Loddon,
Avoca and Avon-Richardson Rivers, which form part of the
Murray-Darling Basin. This is primarily achieved through
the preparation, coordination and implementation of
the North Central Regional Catchment Strategy, where
the Catchment Management Authority has operational
responsibility for waterway and floodplain management
in priority areas.

Cairn Curran • Land & On-Water Management Plan
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Agency Roles and Responsibilities
Continued

Transport Safety Victoria

VicRoads

www.transportsafety.vic.gov.au

www.vicroads.vic.gov.au

Transport Safety Victoria (TSV) is the integrated safety
regulator for bus, maritime and rail transport. This regulatory
function is exercised through the establishment of the
independent statutory office of the Director, Transport
Safety (Safety Director) under the Transport Integration Act
2010 (TI Act). TSV exists to support the statutory object and
functions of the Safety Director.

VicRoads supports Victoria’s liveability and economic
prosperity by planning, developing and managing the
arterial road network and delivering registration and
licensing services.

Transport Safety Victoria is responsible for determining
standards and procedures for navigation and maritime
safety on state waters, including all inland waters such as,
rivers, creeks, canals, lakes and reservoirs. Responsibilities
also include qualification, crewing and construction
standards for commercial vessels and boating safety,
licensing and registration for recreational vessels.

Victorian State Emergency Service (SES) works to ensure
the safety of Victorian communities by responding to
emergency disasters across the state. The Victorian State
Emergency Service is the control agency during emergency
responses to floods, storms, earthquakes and tsunamis
in Victoria, and is the largest provider of road crash rescue
in the state.

Victoria Police

WorkSafe

www.police.vic.gov.au
Victoria Police is the primary law enforcement agency of
Victoria. Victoria Police is responsible for the enforcement of
Victorian laws in relation to land and on-water uses of Cairn
Curran Reservoir.
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Victorian State Emergency Service
www.ses.vic.gov.au

www.worksafe.vic.gov.au
WorkSafe is responsible for enforcing Victoria’s work place
safety laws and helping to prevent work place injuries.

C

Agency Quick Reference Guide
Issue

Agency*

Aboriginal cultural heritage

AAV

Animal management (e.g. dogs)

Council, GMW

Aquatic vegetation and weeds

GMW, DEPI

Boating management—zones, buoys and signage

GMW, TSV

Boating management—policing and enforcement

Victoria Police, GMW, TSV

Blue-green algae

GMW, DEPI

Camping

GMW, Council

Commercial operations, developments

Council, GMW

Dam operations (lake level and storage releases)

GMW

Emergency management

Victoria Police, CFA, SES

Environmental incident (pollution, spills, noise, reportable, incidents, etc.)

EPA

Erosion (public foreshore land)

GMW

Event licensing—on water

GMW, TSV

Event licensing—on land

GMW

Event planning approval

Council

Fishing information, stocking, licensing and enforcement

DEPI, GMW

Fish habitat management

DEPI, GMW, NCCMA

Fish deaths

EPA, GMW, DEPI

Flood warnings

BoM

Foreshore works approval and licensing (jetties, moorings, etc.)

GMW, Council

Grazing (licensed)

GMW

Hunting

DEPI, GMW, Victoria Police

Illegal activity and anti-social behaviour

Victoria Police

Pest plants and animals (public foreshore and lakebed)

GMW, DEPI

Planning and development

Council, DPCD

Public reserves and facilities (e.g. boat ramps, toilets, playground)

GMW, Council

Rubbish and litter

GMW, Council, EPA

Timber (lake bed standing and remnant dead timber)

GMW, DEPI

Trees and foreshore (riparian) vegetation

DEPI, GMW, NCCMA

Tourist information (general)

Council Tourist Information Centres

Water quality (blue-green algae)

GMW, DEPI

Water supply and water quality (urban, potable drinking and household use)

Coliban Water, DoH

Water supply (non-reticulated, non-potable stock and domestic licensing and use)

GMW

Water supply (downstream storage releases)

GMW

Weed management (public land)

GMW, DEPI, Council

* Primary contact in bold font
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D

Community Consultation Summary

The consultation activities for the development of the Cairn
Curran Land and On-Water Management Plan consist of two
rounds of consultation:

Round One Consultation:
Round one aimed to identify key issues, suggestions for
tackling those issues, and ideas for the development of a vision.
A variety of consultation activities were undertaken
throughout round one of the project. Activities have included:

A second round of consultations was undertaken to test
the Draft Plan. The Cairn Curran Reservoir Draft Land
and On Water Management Plan was released for public
consultation on 1 March 2013.
Contact was made directly with all attendees and survey
respondents from the Round 1 consultations who had
specifically provided email addresses, and who had
indicated that they wished to be kept informed and have
a say on the Draft Plan.

•

A “Have a Say Day” on site at Cairn Curran
(34 people interviewed).

•

Government agencies workshop (11 attendees
representing 7 agencies).

Links to the Draft Plan via the Goulburn Murray Water
website were provided in direct communications, and via
the Goulburn Murray Water website.

•

Focus group with Cairn Curran Sailing Club Committee
members (3 present).

All government agencies listed as key stakeholders in the Plan
were contacted directly by email and invited to respond.

•

One-on-one focused interviews conducted with
targeted stakeholders / community representatives
and business people either in person or via telephone
(2 participants).

A total of 14 people representing community, agencies and
local government provided feedback at either face to face
meetings or in written submissions.

•

One-on-one focused interview conducted with targeted
agency staff to cover gaps (4 participants representing
3 agencies).

•

One-on-one focused interview with the Registered
Aboriginal Party (1 participant).

•

An online questionnaire for people unable to attend
the consultation activities. The survey link was
distributed by Goulburn Murray Water’s e-newsletter,
media releases, GMW website and to people who
indicated they were unable to attend meetings and
interviews (22 respondents).

Qualitative data was collected by a range of methods including:
•

Facilitator / interviewer notes.

•

“Six Thinking Hats” exercise (used to explore the topic
from a range of perspectives).

•

“Flags on Map” exercise (used to identify issues
and solutions).

Information gathered throughout these consultation
activities has informed the development of this Draft Plan.
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Round Two Consultation:
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There was generally good acceptance of the Draft Plan
and its format, and governance mechanism proposed.
Specific issues were raised and the draft plan has been
modified after consideration of the feedback.

E

Summary of Actions

Action No
1.

Action
Plan Implementation
Establish a Cairn Curran Reservoir Implementation Group to guide the implementation
of the Plan and communicate the priorities in the Plan.

Lead Agency
GMW

Education and Awareness
2.

Develop a proactive communication and awareness campaign which provides up to date
information to recreational users on the status of water levels in the storage, including
planned maintenance activities which may impact on recreational user groups.

GMW, DEPI, CFA, Victoria
Police, TSV

3.

Work with user groups to understand their information requirements.

GMW

4.

Encourage and support processes that involve community and users in the recreational
amenity of the Cairn Curran Reservoir.

GMW

5.

Provide clear descriptions of Agency roles and responsibilities (refer to Appendix C)
and communicate this to the community.

GMW

6.

Develop a single Code of Conduct for the reservoir which includes information about
user and agency responsibilities relating to boating and boating safety, camping,
hunting, solid waste, and emergency management. The Code of Conduct should include
information about the importance of designated public access in minimising impacts on
the environment, and minimising the impacts of illegal vehicle access on the lake bed.

GMW, CFA, Victoria
Police, TSV, DEPI

7.

Develop an education and awareness program to increase understanding of the value of
riparian frontages, the impacts of recreational activities on the storage and its surrounds.

GMW

8.

Implement communication actions (e.g. brochures and signage) to promote knowledge
of boating rules and to highlight the behaviour expected of boaters.

GMW

9.

Update the Goulburn-Murray Water website to provide details of development controls
and permit, licence and lease procedures on Goulburn-Murray Water managed land.

GMW

Recreation and Tourism
10.

Continue to work with Transport Safety Victoria to ensure the current zoning rules around GMW, TSV
the storage support safe boating.

11.

Conduct an audit of existing boat ramps, reviewing access at different supply levels,
location, safety and parking availability.

GMW, Councils

12.

Establish consistent signage at all boating access points to improve awareness of
boating safety issues.

GMW, TSV

13.

Implementation of recommendations in the Bendigo Region Fisheries Management Plan
that relate to sustainable recreational fishing in Cairn Curran Reservoir.

DEPI

14.

Support agency cooperation to manage fish populations when storage levels are low.

DEPI

15.

Develop agency management agreements that provide hunters with clear and easily
understood information about areas where hunting is permitted.

DEPI, GMW

16.

Improve education and awareness to encourage protection of the environment and
compliance with shooting and hunting regulations.

DEPI, GMW

17.

Identify the scale and type of infrastructure upgrades and additional infrastructure
and services required.

GMW

18.

Estimate the long-term resident and visitor demand on and around the storage and
ensure that infrastructure provision is aligned with estimated demand.

GMW, Councils

19.

Work with other agencies to identify funding opportunities for the upkeep and
maintenance of infrastructure around the storage.

GMW, Councils, DOT,
DEPI

20.

Support the implementation of facilities and infrastructure upgrade actions identified
in the Cairn Curran Reservoir Public Reserve Masterplan and Cairn Curran Impact Study

GMW, Councils

21.

Ensure that the approaches to waste management around the storage are effective
and efficient.

GMW

Cairn Curran • Land & On-Water Management Plan
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Summary of Actions Continued

22.

Increase education and awareness in relation to minimising inappropriate disposal
of solid waste on the lake bed and the surrounds.

GMW

23.

Work in partnership with Mount Alexander Shire Council to resolve issues at Welshmans
Reef Caravan Park.

GMW, Councils,
commercial operators

Assess options for mitigating flood risks at Loddon House Holiday Park.

GMW, Councils,
commercial operators

25.

Review Councils Municipal Emergency Response Plans to ensure these adequately meet
storage requirements.

GMW, Councils

26.

Enhance existing information materials for Cairn Curran Reservoir to increase awareness
of issues relating to emergency management and safety.

GMW, TSV, CFA

27.

Engage media / communication resources to communicate safety and compliance
messages to recreational reservoir users.

GMW, TSV

28.

Support development of a tourism strategy for Cairn Curran Reservoir, including
guidelines outlining preferred and appropriate commercial ventures and opportunities
(land and on-water).

GMW, Councils

29.

Consider commissioning a study to estimate the long term resident and visitor
demand on and around the reservoir in order to inform decisions about future tourism
opportunities and developments.

GMW, Councils

30.

Support the implementation of actions included in the Cairn Curran Public Reserve
Master Plan.

GMW, Councils

24.

Water Quality
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31.

Review existing water quality monitoring programs to ensure they are targeted and
effective. If required, develop a coordinated water quality monitoring, evaluation, risk
management and reporting program for Cairn Curran Reservoir.

GMW, DoH, Coliban
Water

32.

Actively support partner agencies in the protection and enhancement of water quality
within the catchment.

GMW, NCCMA,
Coliban Water

33.

Support the implementation of relevant actions included in the North Central Catchment
NCCMA, GMW
Management Authority Regional Catchment Strategy (2012) and River Health Strategy (2006).

34.

Be actively involved with council strategic planning as a means to influence land
use policies.

GMW, Councils

35.

Develop and implement an erosion action plan, including monitoring and reporting,
for Cairn Curran Reservoir including a summary of threats, mapping of high risk areas
and a prioritised works program.

GMW, NCCMA

NCCMA, GMW

36.

Support actions in the forthcoming North Central Catchment Management Authority
Regional Catchment Strategy, the North Central Catchment Management Authority
River Health Strategy (2005) and other relevant strategies that mitigate activities that
cause erosion.

37.

Investigate the opportunity for community wastewater management facilities to service
rural residential areas, club sites and caravan parks around Cairn Curran Reservoir.

EPA, GMW, Councils

38.

Investigate best practice technologies for wastewater treatment around Cairn Curran Reservoir.

GMW

39.

Adequately size and locate all wastewater treatment facilities to minimise the risk to
water quality from offsite discharge.

EPA, GMW, Councils

40.

Develop a priority list for inspection and monitoring of systems in the Cairn Curran catchment.

Councils, GMW

41.

Continue to monitor and manage blue-green algae in accordance with Cairn Curran
Blue-Green Algae Incident Response Plan.

GMW

42.

Develop a coordinated blue-green algae communication strategy to enhance business
and community understanding of how to respond to blooms.

GMW
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Healthy Ecosystems
43.

Promote and implement management strategies to monitor, protect and enhance
habitat for native species as identified in the Bendigo Fisheries Management Plan.

DEPI

44.

Support foreshore vegetation works in riparian areas to protect biodiversity values and
enhance visual amenity.

GMW, NCCMA

45.

Continue to support existing foreshore revegetation programs, mutually agreed with
neighbouring landholders and investigate potential for establishment of a re-vegetation
incentive program for landholders.

GMW, NCCMA

46.

Consider development of a prioritised weed control program coordinated with agencies
and landholders, including the discussion of funding and responsibilities.

GMW, NCCMA, DEPI

47.

Investigate the application of Carp control for Cairn Curran Reservoir.

DEPI

48.

Support Department of Environment and Primary Industries and other agencies to
minimise the impacts of pest animals on the surrounding communities to the storage
and environment.

DEPI, NCCMA, GMW

Land Management
49.

Encourage agencies and authorities to adopt agreed and consistent principles and
processes to manage the impacts of planning and development around the reservoir,
as recommended by the VicWater working group.

GMW, DoH, Councils

50.

Clearly identify grazing licence responsibilities for Goulburn-Murray Water and the
licence holder.

GMW

51.

Investigate the introduction of additional and / or different conditions on grazing
licences regarding the timing and intensity of grazing, and age of stock in order to
minimise impacts on water quality.

GMW, DoH

52.

Reinforce compliance with licence conditions through adequate monitoring.

GMW

53.

Investigate alternatives to grazing for weed control and fire fuel load reduction,
for example crash grazing (where stock are allowed access for short intense periods),
controlled burns in association with the Country Fire Authority, slashing or spraying.

GMW, CFA

54.

Maintain, and where appropriate expand, existing vegetation in buffer zones along the
Cairn Curran Reservoir foreshore in order to protect water quality by acting as a filter for
pathogens and other parameters.

GMW, NCCMA, Coliban
Water

55.

Proactively consult with lease and licence holders regarding the condition of their lease /
licences, and deal with cases of repeated non-compliance.

GMW

56.

Integrate and link Storage Fire Protection Plan with the Mount Alexander and Central
Goldfields Shire Councils’ Municipal Fire Management Plans.

Councils, GMW

57.

Manage fire risks around Cairn Curran Reservoir through annual Fire Protection Plans.

GMW, Councils, CFA

58.

Fire Protection Plans take account of supply levels within Cairn Curran Reservoir and
include a strategy for managing ‘Code Red’ days.

GMW

59.

Ensure fencing is suitable to contain stock to approved grazing areas.

GMW, landholders

60.

Minimise fencing below full supply level to the extent practicable and remove old fences.

GMW

61.

Investigate methods of fencing on the storage bed that do not have the potential
to become safety hazards.

GMW

Cultural Heritage
62.

63.

Support initiatives to enhance identification and protection of Aboriginal
cultural heritage.

GMW, AAV,
local Aboriginal
representatives and
groups

Support initiatives to enhance protection of European cultural heritage.

GMW and the
community
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Map of Cairn Curran
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The content of this product is provided for information purposes only. No claim is made
as to the accuracy of authenticity of the content of the product. In no event will G-MW,
its agents, instrumentalities and employees be liable for the accuracy of the information
contained within this product nor its use of reliance placed on it. The information
used within this product is provided on the basis that all persons accessing the
information undertake responsibility for assessing the relevance and accuracy of its content.
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